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Crossword

3 Across & 10 Down. According to this #bpbInNewYork piece, Fanelli's Cafe 

sits on land which was originally a farm owned by this freed slave in 1663 (7,6)

4 Across & 1 Down. One of the facilities o�ered by Social Lower Parel’s 

collaborative workspace (6,7)

6. See 14

9. ___ Ashram: The name of one of the yoga schools Rifq Sarao who runs 

Yoga Dog trained at (9)

11. Hugh Laurie's character's name in Tomorrowland (3)

12. One of Indus Creed vocalist Uday Benegal's favourite singers (5)

14 & 6 Across. According to podcaster Siddhant Mehta, there is a bar in Dadar 

which has a rather strange sounding drink on their menu (6,7)

16. Comedian Frank Liotti's partner's family reside in this US state (7)

17. One of the ingredients used in Monkey Bar's Monkey Mule cocktail (6)

18. Mrs Shyamala Rao who teaches block printing,  sources books from this 

museum (6)

19. One of the better sauce options at the recently opened Wok Express in

 Bandra (6)

Pot Heads

Join pots, pans and pretty people to trace your way through our 

stories of the week.

Down
1. See 4 Across

2. Uday Benegal who has started giving singing lessons warns that he cannot

 help ___ __ people (4-4)

5. You will find these tapioca balls in the iced tea at Bandra's Wok Express (4)

7. Cross this and you risk flashing the drinkers at Social Lower Parel (5,4)

8. Accompaniment served with Monkey Bar's Pandi Curry (4)

10. See 3 Across

12. As a child, Rifq Sarao used to tell people she was doing ____ and fall asleep (8)

13. Mrs Rao tried to grow this plant to harvest its natural dye (6)

15. The first episode of "The Adventures of Cheap Beer" reviewed this bar near 

Metro Cinema (3,3)
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